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If you ally dependence such a referred Textbook Of Basic
Electrical And Electronics Engineering Jb Gupta Pdf book
that will offer you worth, get the certainly best seller from us
currently from several preferred authors. If you desire to droll
books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are
as well as launched, from best seller to one of the most current
released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every book collections
Textbook Of Basic Electrical And Electronics Engineering Jb
Gupta Pdf that we will extremely offer. It is not re the costs. Its
just about what you dependence currently. This Textbook Of Basic
Electrical And Electronics Engineering Jb Gupta Pdf , as one of
the most dynamic sellers here will agreed be in the middle of the
best options to review.

Basic Electrical and
Electronics Engineering - B.
R. Patil 2012
Electrical Principles and
Technology for Engineering John Bird 2013-10-22
The aim of this book is to
introduce students to the basic

electrical and electronic
principles needed by
technicians in fields such as
electrical engineering,
electronics and
telecommunications. The
emphasis is on the practical
aspects of the subject, and the
author has followed his usual
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successful formula,
incorporating many worked
examples and problems
(answers supplied) into the
learning process. Electrical
Principles and Technology for
Engineering is John Bird's core
text for Further Education
courses at BTEC levels N11
and N111 and Advanced
GNVQ. It is also designed to
provide a comprehensive
introduction for students on a
variety of City & Guilds
courses, and any students or
technicians requiring a sound
grounding in Electrical
Principles and Electrical Power
Technology.
Basic Electrical and Electronics
Engineering - R.K. Rajput 2007
Lessons in Electric Circuits:
An Encyclopedic Text &
Reference Guide (6 Volumes
Set) - Tony R. Kuphaldt 2011
Fundamentals of Electrical
Engineering I - Don Johnson
2009-09-01
Fundamentals of Electrical
Engineering, Part 1 - S. B. Lal
Seksena 2017-02-07

The understanding of
fundamental concepts of
electrical engineering is
necessary before moving on to
more advanced concepts. This
book is designed as a textbook
for an introductory course in
electrical engineering for
undergraduate students from
all branches of engineering.
The text is organized into
fourteen chapters, and
provides a balance between
theory and applications.
Numerous circuit diagrams and
explicit illustrations add to the
readability of the text. The
authors have covered some
important topics such as
electromagnetic field theory,
electrostatics, electrical
circuits, magnetostatics,
network theorems, three-phase
systems and electrical
machines. A separate chapter
on measurement and
instrumentation covers
important topics including
errors in measurement,
electro-mechanical indicating
instruments, current
transformers and potential
transformers in detail.
Pedagogical features are
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interspersed throughout the
book for better understanding
of concepts.
A Textbook of Electrical
Technology - Volume II - BL
Theraja 2005
A multicolor edition of Vol.II of
A Textbook of Electrical
Technology to keep pace with
the ever-increasing scope of
essential and morden technical
information,the syllabi are
frequently revised.This often
result into compressing
established facts to
accommodate recent
information in the syllabi.Fields
of power-electronics and
industrial power-conditioners
have grown considerably
resulting into changed priority
of topics related to electrical
machines.Switched reluctancemotors tend to threaten the
most popular squirrel-cage
induction motors due to their
increased ruggedness,better
performance including
controllability and equal ease
with which they suit rotary as
well as linear-motionapplications.
Introduction to Electronic
Engineering -

Fundamentals of Electrical and
Electronics Engineering |
AICTE Prescribed Textbook English - Susan S. Mathew
2021-11-01
Fundamentals of Electrical &
Electronics Engineering” is a
compulsory paper for the first
year Diploma course in
Engineering & Technology
Syllabus of this book is strictly
aligned as per model
curriculum of AICTE, and
academic content is
amalgamated with the concept
of outcome based education.
Books covers six topicsOverview of Electronics
Components and Signals.
Overview of Analog Circuits.
Overview of Digital Electronics,
Electric and magnetic Circuits,
A.C. Circuits and Transformer
and Machines. Each topic is
written is easy and lucid
manner. A set of exercises at
the end of each units to test the
student’s comprehension is
provided. Some salient features
of the book: l Content of the
book aligned with the mapping
of Course Outcomes, Programs
Outcomes and Unit Outcomes. l
The practical applications of
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the topics are discussed along
with micro projects and
activities for generating further
curiosity as well as improving
problem solving capacity. l
Book provides lots of vital
facts, concepts, principles and
other interesting information. l
QR Codes of video resources
and websites to enhance use of
ICT for relevant supportive
knowledge have been provided.
l Student and teacher centric
course materials included in
book in balanced manner. l
Figures, tables, equations and
comparative charts are
inserted to improve clarity of
the topics. l Objective
questions and subjective
questions are given for
practices of students at the end
of each unit. Solved and
unsolved problems including
numerical examples are solved
with systematic steps
Basic Electrical and Electronics
Engineering - M. S. Sukhija
2012
BASIC ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING - Dr. K. A.
Navas 2016-08-01
This book is prepared as per

the syllabus of VISVESVARAYA
TECHNOLOGICAL
UNIVERSITY, Karnataka for
first year B. Tech (Engineering)
course using the reference
books given in the course
syllabus. Authors have tried to
elucidate the topics such a way
that even a mediocre student
can assimilate them. Many
solved problems, sample
question papers and exercise
given in every section will
provide a thorough
understanding of topics.
Electrical Engineering
Fundamentals - S. Bobby Rauf
2020-12-17
Many, in their quest for
knowledge in engineering, find
typical textbooks intimidating.
Perhaps due to an extensive
amount of physics theory, an
overwhelming barrage of math,
and not enough practical
application of the engineering
principles, laws, and equations.
Therein lies the difference
between this text and those
voluminous and daunting
conventional university
engineering textbooks. This
text leads the reader into more
complex and abstract content
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after explaining the electrical
engineering concepts and
principles in an easy to
understand fashion, supported
by analogies borrowed from
day-to-day examples and other
engineering disciplines. Many
complex electrical engineering
concepts, for example, power
factor, are examined from
multiple perspectives, aided by
diagrams, illustrations, and
examples that the reader can
easily relate to. Throughout
this book, the reader will gain a
clear and strong grasp of
electrical engineering
fundamentals, and a better
understanding of electrical
engineering terms, concepts,
principles, laws, analytical
techniques, solution strategies,
and computational techniques.
The reader will also develop
the ability to communicate with
professional electrical
engineers, controls engineers,
and electricians on their
"wavelength" with greater
confidence. Study of this book
can help develop skills and
preparation necessary for
succeeding in the electrical
engineering portion of various

certification and licensure
exams, including Fundamentals
of Engineering (FE),
Professional Engineering (PE),
Certified Energy Manager
(CEM), and many other trade
certification tests. This text can
serve as a compact and
simplified electrical
engineering desk reference.
This book provides a brief
introduction to the NEC®, the
Arc-Flash Code, and a better
understanding of electrical
energy and associated cost. If
you need to gain a better
understanding of myriad
battery alternatives available in
the market, their strengths and
weaknesses, and how batteries
compare with capacitors as
energy storage devices, this
book can be a starting point.
This book is ideal for
engineers, engineering
students, facility managers,
engineering managers,
program/project managers, and
other executives who do not
possess a current working
knowledge of electrical
engineering. Because of the
simple explanations, analogies,
and practical examples
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employed by the author, this
book serves as an excellent
learning tool for non-engineers,
technical writers, attorneys,
electrical sales professionals,
energy professionals, electrical
equipment procurement
agents, construction managers,
facility managers, and
maintenance managers.
Electrical Circuits and Systems
- A. M. Howatson 1996
All undergraduates in electrical
and electronic engineering
must understand the principles
of circuit analysis. This new
text provides an accessible
introduction to the subject,
unlike other older texts which
are considerably more bulky
and cover the subject in less
depth. Written by an
experienced teacher of this
material, it is an ideal
undergraduate text, providing
careful and unstinted
explanations and many
illustrations. Another studentfriendly feature is the fact the
mathematical prerequisites are
kept to a minimum.
Basic Electrical and
Electronics Engineering -

A Textbook of Electrical
Technology - Volume IV - BL
Theraja 2006
A Textbook of Electrical
Technology(Vol.
IV)Multicolorpictures have
been added to enchance the
contenet value and give to the
students an idea of what he will
be dealing in realityand to
bridge the gap between theory
and practice.A notable feature
is the inclusion of chapter on
Flip-Flops and related Devices
as per latest development in
the subject.Latest tutorial
problems and objective type
questions specially for GATE
have been included at relevant
places.
BASIC ELECTRICAL AND
ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERING - Dr. K. A.
Navas 2011-08-01
The book is written per the
syllabus of first year
engineering degree course for
various universities. It covers
basic topics of electrical and
electronics engineering. It also
includes worked out examples,
University examination
questions and answers,
exercise, etc in every chapter.
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This book is suitable for course
in basic electrical engineering
under various Universities.
Authors have tried to elucidate
the topics in such a way that
even a mediocre student can
assimilate them. Many solved
problems, sample question
papers and exercise given in
every section will provide a
thorough understanding of the
topics. Other features include
attractive writing style, well
structured equations and
numerical examples, pictures
of high clarity, etc. This book is
one of the prescribed text
books for the syllabus of Kerala
University B. Sc Electronics
course.
FUNDAMENTALS OF
ELECTRICAL AND
ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERING - SMARAJIT
GHOSH 2007-09-13
This second edition, extensively
revised and updated, continues
to offer sound, practicallyoriented, modularized coverage
of the full spectrum of
fundamental topics in each of
the several major areas of
electrical and electronics
engineering. Circuit Theory

Electrical Measurements and
Measuring Instruments
Electric Machines Electric
Power Systems Control
Systems Signals and Systems
Analog and Digital
Electronicsincluding
introduction to
microcomputers The book
conforms to the syllabi of Basic
Electrical and Electronic
Sciences prescribed for the
first-year engineering students.
It is also an ideal text for
students pursuing diploma
programmes in Electrical
Engineering. Written in a
straightforward style with a
strong emphasis on primary
principles, the main objective
of the book is to bring an
understanding of the subject
within the reach of all
engineering students. What is
New to This Edition :
Fundamentals of Control
Systems (Chapter 24)
Fundamentals of Signals and
Systems (Chapter 25)
Introduction to
Microcomputers (Chapter 32)
Substantial revisions to
chapters on Transformer,
Semiconductor Diodes and
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Transistors, and Field Effect
Transistors Laplace Transform
(Appendix B) Applications of
Laplace Transform (Appendix
C) PSpice (Appendix E) key
Features : Numerous solved
examples for sound conceptual
understanding End-of-chapter
review questions and
numerical problems for
rigorous practice by students
Answers to all end-of-chapter
numerical problems An
objective type Questions Bank
with answers to hone the
technical skills of students for
viva voce and preparation for
competitive examinations.
Electronic and Electrical
Engineering - L. A. A. Warnes
2003
The third edition of this text
provides a foundation in
electronic and electrical
engineering for HND and
undergraduate students. The
book offers breadth of
coverage without sacrificing
depth, using practical
examples to illustrate the
theory and making no
excessive demands on the
reader's mathematical skills. It
can be used as a teaching tool

or for self study.
Electronic and Electrical
Engineering - Lionel Warnes
2017-03-14
A third edition of this popular
text which provides a
foundation in electronic and
electrical engineering for HND
and undergraduate students.
The book offers exceptional
breadth of coverage without
sacrificing depth. It uses a
wealth of practical examples to
illustrate the theory, and
makes no excessive demands
on the reader's mathematical
skills. Ideal as a teaching tool
or for self-study.
Basics of Electrical
Electronics and
Communication Engineering
- Dr. K. A. Navas 2010-08-01
The book is written per the
syllabus of first year
engineering degree course for
various universities. It covers
basic topics of electrical,
electronics and communication
engineering. It also includes
worked out examples,
University examination
questions and answers,
exercise, etc in every chapter.
This book is suitable for course
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in basic electrical and
electronics engineering under
various Universities. Authors
have tried to elucidate the
topics in such a way that even
a mediocre student can
assimilate them. Many solved
problems, sample question
papers and exercise given in
every section will provide a
thorough understanding of the
topics. Other features include
attractive writing style, well
structured equations and
numerical examples, pictures
of high clarity, etc. This book is
one among prescribed
textbooks for the syllabus of
BIT, Mesra, Ranchi.
Electronics Engineering - O.
N. Pandey 2022-02-14
This book is primarily designed
to serve as a textbook for
undergraduate students of
electrical, electronics, and
computer engineering, but can
also be used for primer courses
across other disciplines of
engineering and related
sciences. The first edition of
this book was published in
2015. The book has been
completely revised and a
chapter on PSPICE has also

been included. The book covers
all the fundamentals aspects of
electronics engineering, from
electronic materials to devices,
and then to basic electronic
circuits. The topics covered are
the basics of electronics,
semiconductor diodes, bipolar
junction transistors, field-effect
transistors, operational
amplifiers, switching theory
and logic design, electronic
instruments, and Pspice. The
book is written in a simple
narrative style that makes it
easy to understand for the first
year students. It includes a lot
of illustrative diagrams and
examples, to enable students to
practice. Each chapter contains
a summary followed by
questions asked during the
University examinations to
enable students to practice
before the final examination.
The contents of this book will
be useful also for students and
enthusiasts interested in
learning about basic
electronics without the benefit
of formal coursework.
Basic Electronics
Engineering - Satya Sai
Srikant 2020-03-31
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This book is primarily designed
to serve as a textbook for
undergraduate students of
electrical, electronics, and
computer engineering, but can
also be used for primer courses
across other disciplines of
engineering and related
sciences. The book covers all
the basic aspects of electronics
engineering, from electronic
materials to devices, and then
to basic electronic circuits. The
book can be used for freshman
(first year) and sophomore
(second year) courses in
undergraduate engineering. It
can also be used as a
supplement or primer for more
advanced courses in electronic
circuit design. The book uses a
simple narrative style, thus
simplifying both classroom use
and self study. Numerical
values of dimensions of the
devices, as well as of data in
figures and graphs have been
provided to give a real world
feel to the device parameters.
It includes a large number of
numerical problems and solved
examples, to enable students to
practice. A laboratory manual
is included as a supplement

with the textbook material for
practicals related to the
coursework. The contents of
this book will be useful also for
students and enthusiasts
interested in learning about
basic electronics without the
benefit of formal coursework.
Basic Electrical and Electronics
Engineering - S. K.
Bhattacharya 2017
Electrical Engineering 101 Darren Ashby 2011-10-13
Electrical Engineering 101
covers the basic theory and
practice of electronics, starting
by answering the question
"What is electricity?" It goes on
to explain the fundamental
principles and components,
relating them constantly to
real-world examples. Sections
on tools and troubleshooting
give engineers deeper
understanding and the knowhow to create and maintain
their own electronic design
projects. Unlike other books
that simply describe
electronics and provide stepby-step build instructions,
EE101 delves into how and
why electricity and electronics
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work, giving the reader the
tools to take their electronics
education to the next level. It is
written in a down-to-earth style
and explains jargon, technical
terms and schematics as they
arise. The author builds a
genuine understanding of the
fundamentals and shows how
they can be applied to a range
of engineering problems. This
third edition includes more
real-world examples and a
glossary of formulae. It
contains new coverage of:
Microcontrollers FPGAs
Classes of components Memory
(RAM, ROM, etc.) Surface
mount High speed design
Board layout Advanced digital
electronics (e.g. processors)
Transistor circuits and circuit
design Op-amp and logic
circuits Use of test equipment
Gives readers a simple
explanation of complex
concepts, in terms they can
understand and relate to
everyday life. Updated content
throughout and new material
on the latest technological
advances. Provides readers
with an invaluable set of tools
and references that they can

use in their everyday work.
Basic Electrical Engineering Nagsarkar, 2011-09-29
Basic Electrical Engineering 2e
provides a lucid exposition of
the principles of electrical
engineering for both electrical
as well as non-electrical
undergraduates of engineering.
Students pursuing diploma
courses as well as those
appearing for AMIE
examinations would also find
this book extremely useful.
All New Electronics SelfTeaching Guide - Harry
Kybett 2011-02-23
For almost 30 years, this book
has been a classic text for
electronics enthusiasts. Now
completely updated for today?s
technology with easy
explanations and presented in
a more user-friendly format,
this third edition helps you
learn the essentials you need to
work with electronic circuits.
All you need is a general
understanding of electronics
concepts such as Ohm?s law
and current flow, and an
acquaintance with first-year
algebra. The question-andanswer format, illustrative
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experiments, and self-tests at
the end of each chapter make it
easy for you to learn at your
own speed.
Advanced Engineering
Mathematics, 22e - Dass H.K.
"Advanced Engineering
Mathematics" is written for the
students of all engineering
disciplines. Topics such as
Partial Differentiation,
Differential Equations,
Complex Numbers, Statistics,
Probability, Fuzzy Sets and
Linear Programming which are
an important part of all major
universities have been wellexplained. Filled with examples
and in-text exercises, the book
successfully helps the student
to practice and retain the
understanding of otherwise
difficult concepts.
Basic Electrical Engineering Mehta V.K. & Mehta Rohit
2008
For close to 30 years, Basic
Electrical Engineering has
been the go-to text for students
of Electrical Engineering.
Emphasis on concepts and
clear mathematical derivations,
simple language coupled with
systematic development of the

subject aided by illustrations
makes this text a fundamental
read on the subject. Divided
into 17 chapters, the book
covers all the major topics such
as DC Circuits, Units of Work,
Power and Energy, Magnetic
Circuits, fundamentals of AC
Circuits and Electrical
Instruments and Electrical
Measurements in a
straightforward manner for
students to understand.
Engineering Basics:
Electrical, Electronics and
Computer Engineering - T.
Thyagarajan 2007
Designed For Entry-Level
Engineering Students, This
Book Presents A Thorough
Exposition Of Electrical,
Electronics, Computer And
Communication Engineering.
Simple Language Has Been
Used Throughout The Book
And The Fundamental
Concepts Have Been
Systematically Highlighted *
This Edition Includes New
Chapters On * Transmission
And Distribution *
Communication Services *
Linear And Digital Integrated
Circuits * Sequential Logic
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System * The Book Also
Includes * Large Number Of
Diagrams For A Clear
Understanding Of The Subject
* Cumerous Solved Examples
Illustrating Basic Concepts And
Techniques * Exercises And
Review Questions With
Answers * Revision Formulae
For Quick Review And RecallAll
These Features Make This
Book An Ideal Text For Both
Degree And Diploma Students
Engineering.
Electrical and Electronic
Principles and Technology John Bird 2017-03-31
This practical resource
introduces electrical and
electronic principles and
technology covering theory
through detailed examples,
enabling students to develop a
sound understanding of the
knowledge required by
technicians in fields such as
electrical engineering,
electronics and
telecommunications. No
previous background in
engineering is assumed,
making this an ideal text for
vocational courses at Levels 2
and 3, foundation degrees and

introductory courses for
undergraduates.
Basic Electrical and Electronics
Engineering: - S.K.
Bhattacharya
Basic Electrical and Electronics
Engineering provides an
overview of the basics of
electrical and electronic
engineering that are required
at the undergraduate level. The
book allows students outside
electrical and electronics
engineering to easily
Electrical Engineering 101 Darren Ashby 2011-08-26
Electrical Engineering 101
covers the basic theory and
practice of electronics, starting
by answering the question
"What is electricity?" It goes on
to explain the fundamental
principles and components,
relating them constantly to
real-world examples. Sections
on tools and troubleshooting
give engineers deeper
understanding and the knowhow to create and maintain
their own electronic design
projects. Unlike other books
that simply describe
electronics and provide stepby-step build instructions,
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EE101 delves into how and
why electricity and electronics
work, giving the reader the
tools to take their electronics
education to the next level. It is
written in a down-to-earth style
and explains jargon, technical
terms and schematics as they
arise. The author builds a
genuine understanding of the
fundamentals and shows how
they can be applied to a range
of engineering problems. This
third edition includes more
real-world examples and a
glossary of formulae. It
contains new coverage of:
Microcontrollers FPGAs
Classes of components Memory
(RAM, ROM, etc.) Surface
mount High speed design
Board layout Advanced digital
electronics (e.g. processors)
Transistor circuits and circuit
design Op-amp and logic
circuits Use of test equipment
Gives readers a simple
explanation of complex
concepts, in terms they can
understand and relate to
everyday life. Updated content
throughout and new material
on the latest technological
advances. Provides readers

with an invaluable set of tools
and references that they can
use in their everyday work.
Basic Electrical and
Instrumentation Engineering P. Sivaraman 2021-01-13
Electrical and instrumentation
engineering is changing
rapidly, and it is important for
the veteran engineer in the
field not only to have a
valuable and reliable reference
work which he or she can
consult for basic concepts, but
also to be up to date on any
changes to basic equipment or
processes that might have
occurred in the field. Covering
all of the basic concepts, from
three-phase power supply and
its various types of connection
and conversion, to power
equation and discussions of the
protection of power system, to
transformers, voltage
regulation, and many other
concepts, this volume is the
one-stop, "go to" for all of the
engineer's questions on basic
electrical and instrumentation
engineering. There are
chapters covering the
construction and working
principle of the DC machine, all
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varieties of motors,
fundamental concepts and
operating principles of
measuring, and
instrumentation, both from a
"high end" point of view and
the point of view of developing
countries, emphasizing lowcost methods. A valuable
reference for engineers,
scientists, chemists, and
students, this volume is
applicable to many different
fields, across many different
industries, at all levels. It is a
must-have for any library.
Basic Electrical Engineering C. L. Wadhwa 2007-01-01
ABC of Electrical
Engineering - A. K. Theraja
2012
Basic Electronics
Engineering - Satya Sai
Srikant 2020-04-27
This book is primarily designed
to serve as a textbook for
undergraduate students of
electrical, electronics, and
computer engineering, but can
also be used for primer courses
across other disciplines of
engineering and related

sciences. The book covers all
the basic aspects of electronics
engineering, from electronic
materials to devices, and then
to basic electronic circuits. The
book can be used for freshman
(first year) and sophomore
(second year) courses in
undergraduate engineering. It
can also be used as a
supplement or primer for more
advanced courses in electronic
circuit design. The book uses a
simple narrative style, thus
simplifying both classroom use
and self study. Numerical
values of dimensions of the
devices, as well as of data in
figures and graphs have been
provided to give a real world
feel to the device parameters.
It includes a large number of
numerical problems and solved
examples, to enable students to
practice. A laboratory manual
is included as a supplement
with the textbook material for
practicals related to the
coursework. The contents of
this book will be useful also for
students and enthusiasts
interested in learning about
basic electronics without the
benefit of formal coursework.
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A Textbook of Electrical
Technology - Volume I
(Basic Electrical
Engineering) - BL Theraja
2005
The primary objective of vol. I
of A Text Book of Electrical
Technology is to provied a
comprehensive treatment of
topics in Basic Electrical
Engineering both for electrical
aswell as nonelectrical
students pursuing their studies
in
civil,mechnacial,mining,texttile
,chemical,industrial,nviromenta
l,aerospace,electronicand
computer engineering both at
the Degree and
diplomalevel.Based on the
suggestions received from our
esteemed readers,both from
India and abroad,the scope of
the book hasbeen enlarged
according to their
requirements.Almost half the
solved examples have been
deleted and replaced by latest
examination papers set upto
1994 in different engineering
collage and technical
institutions in India and
abroad.
Basic Concepts of Electrical

Engineering - P S
Subramanyam 2016-09
An earnest attempt has been
made in the book 'Basic
Concepts of Electrical
Engineering' to elucidate the
principles and applications of
Electrical Engineering and also
its importance, so as to evince
interest on the topics so that
the student gets motivated to
study the subject with interest.
Hughes Electrical
Technology - Edward Hughes
1995-01-01
Covering the fundamentals of
electrical technology and using
these to introduce the
application of electrical and
electronic systems, this text
had been updated to include
recent developments in
technology. It avoids
unnecessary mathematics and
features improved teaching
aids, including: worked
examples; updated and graded
review questions; colour
diagrams and chapter
summaries. It is designed for
use by students on NC, HNC
and HND courses in electrical
and electronic engineering.
Basic Electrical and
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Electronics Engineering-I
(For ASTU Assam) Bandyopadhyay, Jyoti Prasad
Books in this series have been
specially designed to meet the
requirements of a large
spectrum of engineering
students of ASTU-those who
find learning concepts difficult
and want to study through
solved examples, and those
who wish to study the
traditional way. A large
number of solved examples are
the backbone of this series and
are aimed at instilling
confidence in the students to
take on the examinations.Basic
Electrical and Electronics
Engineering-I has been
specially designed to serve as a
textbook for an introductory
course on basic electrical and
electronics engineering. It
meets the requirements of a

large spectrum of 1st semester
undergraduate students of all
branches of engineering. The
book has been developed with
an eye on the interpretation of
concepts and application of
theories. The language has
been kept very simple so that
students are able to assimilate
the subject matter with ease. A
large number of solved
examples have also been
provided for selfassessment.Key Features•
Complete coverage of all the
modules of the syllabi of ASTU
and also useful for GATE and
other graduate level exams•
Comprehensive and lucid
presentation of the basic
concepts• Over 200 worked-out
examples including conceptual
guidelines• Over 380 multiple
choice questions with answers•
A large number of short
questions and answers
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